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Introduction

• The effect of ENSO on NWA has been described

as minimal compared to on eastern Australia Shi et

al. (2008).

• IOD primarily impacts Australian rainfall during

June-October (Risbey et al., 2009) .

• Tropical cyclone rainfall cannot explain the

increasing rainfall trend in recent past (Ng et al.,

2015).



Previous scientific Outcomes

• An increasing (decreasing) rainfall trend is seen when anthropogenic aerosols are included (excluded) with

strongest increase over NWA (Rotstayn et al., 2012). A similar pattern is observed in simulations including

only Asian aerosols (Rotstayn et al., 2007).

• Observations show a low MSLP off NWA due to enhanced SST gradient towards NWA coast. The associated 

cyclonic flow increases moisture transport over NWA. However, the modeled rainfall is due to “equatorial 

cold tongue bias” (Shi et al., 2008).



Previous scientific Outcomes

Cai et al. (2011)

Models with great present day

ENSO amplitude produce a

greater reduction in rainfall in

future as, previous studies have

shown that walker circulation

weakens in warming climate.



Precipitation and AUSMI increase due to a factor not included in ‘historicalGHG’ and

‘hiatoricalNat’ simulations.

Correlation of Precipitation and AUSMI in AWAP and NCEP dataset is 0.68, significant

at 99% level

Correlation of precipitation and AUSMI trend across all realizations of 18 CMIP5

models is 0.48, significant at 90%



Correlation of AUSMI and precipitation trends in RCP2.6 simulations is 0.61, significant at 

99% confidence level.

Correlation of AUSMI and precipitation trends in RCP8.5 simulations is 0.62, significant 

at 99% confidence level.



• Multimodel median values of precipitation and AUSMI trends are higher in ‘historicalAA’ simulations. 

• Precipitation and AUSMI are projected to increase under RCP8.5 simulations.



Precipitation trend in model ensemble (1950-2005)



Trends in wind at 850hpa (1950-2005)



Trends in SST (1950-2005)



Multimodel median values of trends of rx5 and r95p are positive in RCP8.5 simulations, but 

median value of trends of r10mm in RCP8.5 simulations negative. 

Australia shows intensified extreme events with decreased number of days with heavy 

precipitation.



Conclusions:

• Models cannot capture the observed magnitude of trend.

• The rainfall increase over NWA is related to increased monsoonal flow due to increased 

aerosol emission.

• Extreme precipitation events have increased in past over this region.

• Extreme events are projected to intensify with reduced frequency in warm future 

climate.
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